Friday 21st December – “Time”
For this day, we have decided that gold will be the color to represent the theme, as time is gold and precious.
Therefore, clocks will be the main theme of the decoration of the night. From the moment of arrival, the
guests are welcomed by golden stilt walkers and transported into de house in beautiful buggies decorated with
Christmas lights.
The whole concept of Time is reflected throughout the night in the tables, ceiling, walls, entertainment,
crockery and even food, as the catering choice was to have meals with different hours of preparation. All the
meals of course take into consideration all the dietary requirements of the guests. The point of this is to make
the guests experience the concept and feel an atmosphere as they enjoy the party. We want them to have
moments they will never forget and that can last in time.
The flowers, decoration, lighting and crockery were specifically assembled for the night, and most of them are
bespoke. Handmade candles and flowers in golden and pink colors are just part of the charm of the evening.
The Marquee will be dressed as a giant cockoo clock and all our personal will decorate this magical world as
they will be face-painted in gold, with beautiful butterflies or just dressed as real watch makers. The whole
house will be dressed in beautiful warm golden lights. As for entertainment, there will be a live jazz music
band, with a lead singer and an amazing shadow show that will create shapes which illustrate mankind’s
inventions and achievements throughout history. Beautiful clocks will be hanging from the ceiling in the
Dining room, as the end of the night approaches and our guests dance to the rhythm of amazing DJ Henri.
The guests will be escorted by buggies back to the parking, and as a “give away” we chose a luxury cocktail
kit, including non-alcohol beverages for everyone.

Saturday 22nd December - “Russian Christmas”
It’s always thrilling to go to a big party. And for this evening, the guests will be immersed in a Russian
Christmas journey upon receiving a beautiful, hand-painted Matrioska invitation. Every space of the house
was minutely designed to represent a beautiful white Russian Christmas with a predominance of white, blue
and silver colors reflected in the lighting, food, crockery, trees and flowers, tables and decoration.
The objects allow us to tell stories by their own details, and for the evening, the tables will be dressed with
unique and handmade crockery from Spain, designed specifically for this event. A serving plate in the shape
of a Faberge egg and of the Russian Santa will delight our guests as they are being served.
An ice rink is always fun, and even more if you are at a party. That’s why trained staff will help our guests as
they skate and have a blast surrounded by the reddish hanging lights and lit cheery trees inspired by the
famous Russian piece ‘the garden of the cherry trees’. For those who smoke, we set up a smoking area with
the shape of a Christmas ball with sofas and blankets.

What makes this party unique it’s is distinctive Russian theme. That’s why the whole night will offer amazing
Russian inspired entertainment, like our professional Cossack dancers.
As much as we thought about the Russian Christmas theme, we didn’t want to leave behind one important
thing: This is a party and the guests want to dance! So for the end of the evening, talented DJ Henri will be in
charge of the music. A lovely, fun and wild environment will be created with a ballerina dancing on a mirror
ball, led ballerina dancers, led balloons and premium cocktails with vodka, gin of all flavors, rum and
champagne. Also, as main attraction of the evening Tokyo Myers will be playing some tunes from the Russian
tradition and mix them with contemporary music.
As a “give away” guests will receive a beautiful bell shaped tea box with a selection of hangover and
chamomile.

Sunday 23rd December – “Roast”
For this day we wanted the guests to feel calm and relaxed, especially since they are sleeping over and might
feel a little tired from the night before. A delicious optional breakfast will be served, including detox
smoothies, to help guests get rid of any sore heads. Also, a Luxury Mobile Beauty Salon and Spa Services
providing deep tissue massages and beauty treatments (make up, cleanses, etc.) will be set. Lunch will be
prepared in the Dining Room with a designed menu to enhance the atmosphere of merriness and festiveness,
including vegan options. Of course we could not miss the Christmas Crackers that combine contemporary art
with tradition as they will be wrapping with a selection of prints, chosen amongst some of the most iconic
artworks. The gifts inside the crackers will include props for an art-inspired photo booth, a personalized power
bank with an image of a piece of art and toothbrush & toothpaste that resembles a tube of paint.

Logistics
For the logistics, the staff will have a marquee to get change, dine and use restroom facilities; it will also
function as a storage space. The different areas of the whole property will be connected by a covered corridor
dressed in lights. Considering the importance of the events we have provided the guests with the best toilette
facilities as possible and the best stuff to keep them clean throughout the night. Security and disable access
will be provided all time considering all potential risks from all the activities.
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